
Prologue 

 

“Man is the hunter, woman is his game. The sleek and shining creatures of the chase, we 

hunt them for the beauty of their skins; and they love us for it, and we ride them down.”--Alfred, 

Lord Tennyson 

 

 

Wednesday, October 15, 2014 around 11:30 PM at King Farm… 
 

It was a blur exactly when, but I’d kicked off my heels somewhere along the line tonight 

when the massacre began back in the hotel bar. Now running hell bent for leather up the main 

staircase of King House, my bare feet made sticky slapping sounds on the hardwood treads. My 

heart was pounding double time in concert with my feet. Terror clawed deep in my gut. 

Inside, I was screaming at the unbelievable turn of events. “THIS was how my lame 

attempt to start a new life ends before it even begins! I’m being chased up the stairs in my own 

house by Minnesota’s new starting quarterback, and he’s out for my blood!” 

Speaking of blood, the front of my torn and ruined black cocktail dress was drenched in 

the stuff. Pumping my arms and climbing as fast I could, the strapless bodice stayed glued 

against my chest thanks mainly to the encrusted gore of a dead man. That fact didn’t help my 

hysteria level. With each running step, I could feel clammy air on my exposed backside, or 

maybe it was the breath of the man after me. 

Not much of a team sports fan, I had no idea who Roderick “Ram” Ramaldi was until a 

few minutes ago in my kitchen. For the pro football fans out there, forgive me because I know 

zilch about football. I never knew the name of Minnesota’s old quarterback, much less the brand 

new one. 

Back at the hotel bar he introduced himself to me simply as Rod Ramaldi. I presumed the 

other two huge men leering at the colorful array of women at their table were Rod’s carousing 

wingmen. I have since learned they were indeed his carousing wingmen, and his teammates. 

Offensive linemen, I believe was the correct term. The huge men sure had the offensive part 

nailed down. They referred to Rod as Ram. It just goes to show you the state of my mind then 

that I viewed the nickname Ram as a positive. Coupled along with his first name, I hoped that it 

referred to his bedroom prowess. 

When I first approached his table in the cocktail lounge, I’d overheard a group of girls 

huddled at the bar gushing that Rod was the illegitimate son of a married Italian woman and a 

playboy Norwegian Royal. It did strike me a little odd they knew such personal information 

about some random man at a bar, but I blew it off as idle gossip since everybody knew a playboy 

Norwegian was an oxymoron. 

I didn’t pay much attention to their chatter after that because, like football, the loins Rod 

sprang from were another thing I couldn’t care less about. My loins, however, were a different 

story. Rod was the sexiest man I’d ever laid eyes on, and back at the beginning of my evening, 

that small spark of attraction I felt was just what the doctor ordered to start my new life. Or save 

my life, depending on your perspective. 

Instead, a couple hours later, here I was running up the stairs in fear for my life. 

Rounding left at the first landing on the Y-shaped grand staircase, my frantic glance fell 

to the open hallway far below. Crowding together with their heads pointing up, I got a quick 



snapshot impression of my friends and family. They just stood there with their mouths hanging 

slack jawed. Thankfully, nobody else was following up the stairs yet. 

My mind shouted back, “Oh no, just this crazy quarterback!” 

Rod’s legs were pistons and seemed twice as long as mine, eating up three stairs to my 

scrambling one. Luckily, I had enough of a head start on him and this was my house. Bounding 

up and over the last wooden tread, I gripped the bottom of the carved pineapple finial that topped 

the balustrade. As I had done countless times, I swung myself tightly around and propelled my 

body faster than a speeding bullet down the family wing of the second story hallway. 

Flying past closed doors, I flung open the last one on the right. It crashed against the 

doorstop with a loud “boing” and was springing back when I ran across the threshold into my 

bedroom. Throwing the heavy door closed behind me, I whipped around to lock it. I caught a 

glimpse of Rod’s furious eyes and bloody face. He went for me just as the door clicked shut. 

I threw my weight against the wood and quickly turned the deadbolt above the glass 

doorknob. Bending down, I lifted and twisted the cane bolt lock mounted vertically near the 

bottom edge of the door. I rammed home several inches of a foot long iron rod into the 

designated circular hole in the floor. 

Leaning my sweating forehead briefly against the door, I panted while the big football 

player pounded on the other side. The deadbolt was not some rinky dink hardware store model, 

but the best steel money could buy. The cane bolt lock made it nearly impossible to kick the door 

open without first destroying the door itself. Rod “Ram” Ramaldi could do his worst, but all the 

doors in King House were milled over one hundred and fifty years ago from a black walnut stand 

on the property near the lake. They were solid as rocks. Short of exploding the door off its 

hinges, he wasn’t getting in anytime soon. I was safe for now. 

That thought caused me to moan. I fell to my bare knees in drained exhaustion, shaking 

with delayed reaction. I fought the urge to throw up from the awful stench rising from my dress 

and suffocating me. Horrifying images flashed relentlessly across my brain. 

I had killed people tonight. 

Now that I’d stopped running, flipping out may be next on the agenda. I feared nothing 

would ever be normal or safe again. 

  



Chapter I 
 

Scully: “On the old mariner maps, the cartographers would design unexplored 
territories by simply writing “Here Be Monsters”. 
Mulder: “I’ve seen the same thing on maps of New York City.”--The X Files 

 

 

Earlier that same night… 

 

To accomplish my goal to begin the new ‘happier me’ chapter of my life, I’d carefully 

researched for the perfect hotel on the 494 strip in Bloomington to meet my needs of a certain 

clientele and my desire for anonymity. 

I’d chosen the Radisson Blu Mall of America Hotel for its proximity to the airport. The 

newer hotel also had the distinction of being the only hotel connected directly to the Mall of 

America by a skybridge. 

Normally those would be reasons for me to avoid a hotel, but the Radisson Blu’s 

predominant clientele during the week nights in October were traveling businessmen. Travelling 

businessmen just happened to be my targeted demographic. 

Call it the cruelest example of Murphy’s Law, but most people would agree it was 

terribly ironic that the same night I finally tried to have a life again, Wednesday, October 15, 

2014, just happened to be the evening that perfect hotel had an outbreak of a killer infection. 

Of course, I didn’t know any of this at the beginning of my evening. 

No matter how much fun it was to place the blame on my three best girlfriends for 

forcing me to go out, it was my own procrastination to keep my word that caused me to be at the 

Radisson Blu on this particular fateful night. 

The weird stuff started happening when I was sitting in my car in the parking ramp of the 

hotel, still procrastinating by looking at myself in the mirror. I just couldn’t stop staring at my 

exotically unfamiliar image. I rather liked the looks of the gray-eyed, blonde staring back. But 

just the looks and only because I have a secret fascination for slutty party girls in the way most 

women do for their polar opposites. 

A jeans and boots woman; I rarely wore dresses and never high heels. Wearing the 

ridiculously tall shoes I had on without falling flat on my face would be challenging. Also, the 

possibility of sitting down and forgetting to keep my legs together in this mini dress was a real 

concern for me. As for the cosmetics, I never wear makeup like it was slathered on right now, 

plus my hair has never been this…big in my life. 

Thinking about my hair made me want to scratch my itching scalp, but I stopped my hand 

before contact. God forbid I messed up one strand of the shining platinum masterpiece that was 

sprayed to within an inch of its life. 

When the girls were fussing over getting me ready tonight earlier in my bedroom on the 

farm, I complained most about the big hair. Jane, single mom, boutique owner, and fashionista, 

smacked away my hovering hands. 

She scolded, “If you want to be stunning tonight then leave it alone.” I snorted as she 

sprayed even more crap on my head. Setting the giant can aside, Jane chucked my chin. “Ah 

come on, honey, lighten up. Your hair’s rocking it.” 

Eyeing the long mass of shining curls in the dressing table mirror, I had serious doubts 

about that. “Yeah, if my name was Sugar Belle and I hailed from Texas in the 1980’s.” 



My other friend, Liz snickered and spun me around on the stool to face her. An ex-model, 

Liz specialized in marrying, but was currently between, extremely rich husbands. Liz warned me 

on the threat of death to hold still. She began expertly making up my face for the big night ahead. 

I obeyed, but I wasn’t done about the hair. “I bet with a good butt of this stiff helmet 

head, I could severely maim anyone that gets out of line tonight. Any takers?” 

Jane huffed and Liz laughed, but my third friend, Deb jumped at the offer with all 

seriousness. “Twenty bucks says you can’t.” Deb waved her wine glass. A frown of confused 

worry marred her brow. She was also the mother hen of our group. “Wait a sec, isn’t the whole 

point of tonight that you act like a woman, not be maiming and head-butting?” 

Deb has run King House, and was the resident chef, for over twenty years, so I came back 

with, “I’ll match my twenty bucks against a pan of your Dauphinois potatoes. And don’t fret; our 

bet is on only if I have to get physical.” Jokingly, I added, “After all, I’ve been married since I 

was eighteen, Deb. How would I know what I may have to do tonight to defend my honor in a 

bar?” 

This time Jane and Liz both laughed in experienced agreement about the pitfalls of the 

singles scene. Almost fondly, they reminisced over several incidents in bars in their pasts 

involving drunks, creeps, and assholes, or combinations thereof. 

Seeing my face, Jane and Liz stopped to reassure me that I was meeting a man for a 

drink, not going solo. Jane got me back about the hair by saying that even I should be able to 

avoid fisticuffs on a meet-and-greet first date. Liz knocked quickly on my dressing table and 

warned Jane not to jinx anything. They laughed merrily and thought themselves quite cute. 

Sophisticated Liz then patted my shoulder. “Really, Acadia, meeting any man in a bar is 

the equivalent of taking candy from a baby.” 

That was me, Acadia King, hick farm girl and the fourth in our quartet of friendship 

spanning the decades since grade school. 

I was mulling over Liz’s snarky advice until I saw Deb avert her head. She tried to hide 

the tears my words about marriage had brought to her eyes, but she wasn’t fast enough. My 

upbeat mood evaporated instantly. Liz sent an annoyed frown Deb’s way and determinedly 

changed the subject. 

Rex, my Australian Shepherd, who had been patiently watching all this girly stuff from 

his place on the foot of my bed, yawned in bored commiseration. I gave Rex a fond scratch on 

his head, and then dragging my feet, left for my “date”. 

Now that I was alone in the parking ramp of the hotel with nobody hovering over my 

shoulder, I couldn’t stop examining my image in the visor mirror. Liz had outlined my eyes in 

black like Cleopatra. I looked downright sultry. The false eyelashes looked glamorous, but man, 

they blew to wear. All the way driving here I was afraid to blink. I worried they’d get tangled up 

with my lower lashes and blind me. 

Puckering full red lips, I tried to smile flirtatiously. Failing that, I next attempted an 

alluring expression. Flipping the visor shut with a snap, I decided to stick with my usual 

unsmiling face and hope for mysterious. Like Deb had reminded me, the point of tonight was to 

be attractive, not chase a man off in fear. Men were notoriously frightened of clowns, which was 

what I felt I looked like when I smiled with all those cosmetics on. 

Yes, I felt one part clown, one part cheating whore, and all parts a complete fool for ever 

agreeing to do this tonight, but I’d given my word. 

I delayed more by mentally reconnoitering the route to the elevators and into the 

Radisson Blu hotel. The second floor hotel parking ramp was jammed pack full of vehicles. Not 



that I’d bothered trying to score a space up close. Rather than drive my truck tonight, I’d 

borrowed Deb’s Toyota Prius. I purposely parked in the shadows of the emptier row along the 

back concrete half wall. This little sortie was all about remaining inconspicuous. I was going to 

keep my word to my friends in my own way and then get the heck back home. 

I spotted a sizeable group of people a couple of rows over stumbling towards the elevator 

area. It was another good excuse to delay. 

I may be described as a tomboy and not personally enjoy the trappings of fashion, but I 

was still a woman. I waited for them to get a good lead while I judged their hair and clothing to 

pass the time. 

Short hair slicked to the side from a straight part, the men wore black dress slacks, black 

ties, and black oxfords. The women’s hair hung long and loose, and so did their black skirts. I 

was envious of their sensible flats. The entire group all wore buttoned-down shirts. I could smell 

the Clorox; every dress shirt gleamed so white. 

What piqued my interest was the whole bunch appeared to be wasted. That didn’t jive 

with the dressed alike thing they had going on that brought to mind a doorbell ringing, religious 

cult. 

“Must of drank too much of the Kool-Aid tonight,” I murmured. The more I watched 

them stumbling along while dragging suitcases and bumping into each other, the more I was 

convinced all of them were drunk off their butts. 

Idly wondering which one of them had been vehicular homicide waiting to happen on the 

roads, I sat forward and peered around. A Radisson Blu airport shuttle bus was further down my 

row. It was parked rather sloppily on the horizontal across three spaces. The lights inside the 

shuttle were softly glowing through the open side door. I didn’t see a driver, but somewhat 

relieved, figured that was how the drunks all arrived. I turned back to watch the group’s weaving 

progress. 

I winced sympathetically when one of the men slammed his knee into the cement base of 

a support column. It was a pity he was so wasted. He was kind of cute from what I could see. He 

careened off in the general direction of the others, thrashing his arms angrily. Nope, he definitely 

wouldn’t cut it for tonight. It would have been great to save myself a trip into the hotel bar, but a 

belligerent drunk wasn’t attractive under the best of circumstances; James Franco’s 

doppelganger or not. 

Deciding they would be long gone by the time I reached the elevator, I grabbed my black 

leather purse. Jane had tried to insist I carry a silver clutch that matched my shoes, but I’d 

laughed in her face. Those tiny purses hold squat and I never go out alone without my gun. 

For ten o’clock on an October evening it was absolutely beautiful out, so I left the little 

sweater shrug on the front seat where Jane had thrown it in irritation at my noncompliance. The 

silver fabric scratched and I hated the stupid thing almost as much as my big hair. But even Jane 

had to agree a bumpy rash on my chest would be a turn off to some pickier men. 

In the tight, short dress, I maneuvered awkwardly out of the small car. I took a cautious 

step on the skyscraper high heels.  

“Okay, okay, I can do this, think of a bike,” I muttered under my breath for the 

umpteenth time. “Act like a lady and don’t swear. Just survey the bar, pick the target, and take 

the candy from the baby!” 

Along with the purse and the sweater shrug, refusing pointblank to wear pantyhose was 

about the only decision I didn’t regret tonight. 



I locked the car, hitched my purse strap up, and started walking. The tightness of the 

dress and the tall shoes caused my steps to be short and mincing. I felt like an idiot. 

Short, uncomfortably tight dresses and heels like stilts; it would be a cold day in hell 

before men would dress this way to attract women. In my head, I was belatedly conceding the 

debate with my gay cousin Sean that women were, by nature, martyrs and masochists when my 

attention was snagged. A tall couple was approaching the elevator. Half of the drunks were still 

milling around, too, and waiting for the next car. 

The tall couple, a man and woman in their late forties, had their arms around each other’s 

waists. They were talking and laughing, obviously having fun together. I saw the man teasingly 

tickle the woman in her side while she, laughing brightly, pushed his hand away. 

The tall couple’s horsing around brought a small smile to my lips, but it also nudged the 

black hole that had taken up permanent residence in my chest. I’d been fighting against the pull 

of this despair every day since my husband, Lawson King died over two years ago. 

Most people I knew were fooled into thinking I was coping with my loss and healing. I 

was a good actress and a better liar. When I had to go out, I wore a composed mask in public. 

But over the last months, I’d begun avoiding dealing with people as much as possible. 

I tried burying myself in my work. I used to love my work and thrived under the hectic 

pressure of running King Farm with Lawson, as well as my own businesses on the farm. Alone, 

those enormous responsibilities were now just another burden weighing me down. 

Besides, it didn’t matter how hard I worked myself into mental and physical exhaustion, 

or how many people cared about me, I couldn’t seem to give a damn about much of anything or 

anyone, least of all myself. Without Lawson, sad cliché or not, my life was empty and no longer 

had meaning. I felt isolated, and that black hole of despair greedily consumed more pieces of me 

every day. 

In other words, I was a walking poster child for clinical depression due to extreme grief, 

but way too hardheaded to see a professional or pop some pills. Every day I told myself I could 

ride it out one more day--people lose people they loved all the time and managed to have happy 

lives again. If I got through just one more day, life had to start looking up somehow, sometime. 

This catechism went on week after week, and while life did trudge on, it never seemed to get 

much better. 

Liz, Jane, and Deb had been standing off on the sidelines, supporting me and respecting 

my grief. Still, you didn’t have to be an Einstein to read their faces. They’d been worried sick 

about me for the last few months and I finally admitted they were right to worry. 

They persuaded me to agree that I’d start trying to have a life again. The girls all 

understood how devastated I was to lose the man I loved, but they said my grief was getting 

destructively unhealthy and had to stop. Logically, what they said was necessary for me to hear. 

Lawson had loved to spoil me, but he would be the first in line to tell me to cut the BS and get 

squared away. If this depression didn’t kill me, then my dead husband would for all my moping. 

I was grateful for my friends and really intended to try harder, but a bigger part of me 

resented them interfering in my life. I knew I was being a bitch. Those pharmaceutical sponsored 

ads on TV that made you want to kill yourself, even if the thought had never crossed your mind, 

were right about one thing--depression hurts. When you were hurting, getting a life was much 

easier said than done. I already had the perfect life with a great man. I didn’t want to let it go and 

replace it with another. 



My friends were nothing if not relentless. I didn’t progress fast enough to suit them, 

probably because I still didn’t step a foot off my property for the following few weeks after that 

to do anything resembling interaction with other humans. 

Like jackals, they cornered me again. You have to know Janie, Liz, and Deb better to 

understand how this could happen. It was a rarity given their different personalities and outlooks 

on life but when they teamed up as a united front, these were some seriously scary women. I’d 

refused therapy or medication. To get them off my back, they made me compromise. I had to 

agree to begin socializing, to put myself out there and be open to meeting new men and dating 

again. When I objected that I had never actually dated or pursued a man, Liz informed me that 

men were like bikes. Once you got the hang of riding one, you never forgot how. 

That made sense. Seeing me wavering, they had pounced again and got specific. I had to 

promise to have my first “date” before the weekend of the Fall Festival, held annually at King 

Farm in October. It was still summer then, so I blithely swore I would. Now the Fall Festival was 

this weekend, two days away. 

I got that my well-intentioned friends didn’t want me doing a swan dive out of the barn 

hayloft. They also didn’t expect me to miraculously get over missing my husband, but they did 

want me on the road to somewhere near a happy place again. 

Fine and dandy, but I didn’t want any candy, or babies, or bike riding. You could keep 

the candlelit dinner dates, the sharing and sweet handholding. I didn’t want love because I had 

none to give. However, theoretically, the idea of some good, old-fashioned lust--sex that I could 

walk away from without looking back—was not too repellent. Two years had been a long time to 

go without my man’s arms around me at night. Lately, I had found myself missing a penis that 

knew its way around a woman, batteries not required. 

That idea had brought me to tonight. Pimped out like a clown-ho’, I walked forward on 

the torture devices Jane had called CFM shoes. I was putting myself out there and meeting a man 

like I promised the girls. And yes, I was hoping and dreading that the CFM shoes would live up 

to their name. I didn’t have a “date” actually lined up yet, and it was not my fault if the girls 

assumed that I did. But if I was the candy and he was the baby, like Liz promised me, then 

finding a fuck buddy at the hotel bar should be easy. 

My plan was that nobody in my real life would be the wiser about my definition of 

dating. I should be in and out of my hotel room within an hour or two. Hopefully, I’d have a 

screaming orgasm or three to send me home with a big smile on my face before I cried myself to 

sleep in my lonely bed. 

The background happy laughter of the tall, fun couple morphed into frightened shrieks 

that jerked me out of my sad reveries. The tall couple had converged at the elevators with the 

bombed bunch just as the elevator doors dinged open. 

I slowed down while taking in the bizarre scene unfolding twenty feet in front of me. 

Swaying drunkenly, the rest of white shirt group elbowed their way into the waiting car, all 

except for James Franco’s doppelganger. Unprovoked, he’d latched onto the tall couple woman’s 

arm with two hands and was violently shaking her while making dog noises. 

The shrieks were the tall woman’s, and I’d be screaming too because that had to hurt. 

Drunken white shirt guy seemed intent on yanking her arm out of its shoulder socket. He was 

snarling louder than a starving junkyard dog worrying a meaty bone. 

From her other side, the tall man shouted in furious disbelief, “Hey, what are you doing! 

Let her go!” 



Doppelganger James ignored the tall man and continued shaking the crap out of the 

woman. The tall lady wasn’t just standing there; she fought back. She kicked out wildly and 

smacked him in the head with her purse to get free, but to no avail. The tall man got a hold of 

crazy James’ arms and was trying to pull him off her. 

I didn’t think to reach for my gun, but reacting on impulse, I started running towards the 

fighting trio. I say running, but the reality was I got maybe four feet taking Mother-May-I baby 

steps with my legs flapping out from side to side. 

Frustrated, I felt like a geisha girl doing the Charleston, so I bellowed out as loud as I 

could, “Leave her alone, James Franco!” 

I was shocked at how loud my voice was as the echo reverberated throughout our area of 

the parking ramp. It must have also shocked the struggling threesome. In response, they froze for 

a split second to look my way. 

The tall man recovered first. He balled his fists and slammed them down on the drunken 

man’s forearms. The tall woman pulled her arm loose while the white shirt man grunted and 

stumbled from the blows. Tall man followed up with a fast, hard shove to the drunk’s shoulders, 

and he fell back into the pile of his friends already stuffed into the elevator. 

As if choreographed, the doors smoothly closed with a happy ding. 

The James Franco doppelganger and the last of his inebriated cult members were gone as 

if they’d never existed. After that sudden violent outburst, the silence was deafening in the 

parking ramp. 

Hobbling, I finally reached the couple. They had retreated cautiously back a few yards 

from the elevator. The man held the woman in a protective embrace while she cradled her left 

arm close to her chest. He nodded briefly to me, but all of our heads swiveled to watch the 

elevator. We wanted to be sure that those drunks were gone for good. 

Once the coast was clear, I asked the woman, “My God, are you all right?” 

Her face was chalky, but she answered in a strong voice, “Yes, I think so.” 

To the man, I held up my phone. “Can I help? Should I call 9-1-1?” 

“I’ll take care of it; I’m a doctor, but thanks for yelling when you did.” The man carefully 

took the woman’s arm and grimaced in concern at the long, red scratches near her wrist. He 

shook his head. “Can you believe that just happened? Jesus… did you see his eyes? Was that guy 

nuts or what? I’ll notify hotel security before he tries to hurt someone else!” 

Soothingly, she patted his arm. “I’ll be fine, Gary. You were wonderful!” The tall man, 

Gary, reddened at her praise. “You’re right, though. Go ahead and hurry that call. Do you have 

the hotel number in your phone?” When he nodded and walked a few steps away to place the 

call, she turned to me and offered her right hand. As we shook, she went on, “That’s my 

husband, Gary Knutson, and I’m Karen. Whew! Thank you so much for your help. I couldn’t tell 

if that crazy man was drunk or high, but he needs to join a program! My arm burns a little but,” 

she added firmly with a small smile, “it’s nothing my husband and a very large beer won’t cure.” 

By their surname and graying blonde looks, the attractive couple was most likely of 

Scandinavian descent. It took a lot more than an attack by a violent drunk to get the better of a 

couple of tough, stoic Swedes. 

I chuckled. “My name’s…Mary Jensen. You’re welcome, although I couldn’t do 

anything but yell,” I ruefully motioned to my silver shoes, “while trying to run in these 

contraptions. I’m relieved you’re okay.” 

Karen glanced at my high heels and snorted. She blew out a deep, steadying breath while 

taking a tissue out of her jacket pocket and dabbing at her sweating forehead. Snorting again, she 



tossed the tissue in a trashcan. Suddenly folding over, she burst out laughing. Concerned, I 

wondered if maybe she wasn’t so tough and was experiencing a delayed reaction. 

Still bent over and busting a gut while hugging her waist, Karen gasped out between 

laughs, “I keep seeing it in my head over and over.” I reached out gingerly to pat her shoulder 

when she continued, “I’m sorry, but you looked so funny trying to run in those shoes! I’ve never 

seen anything like it!” 

She went off on another peal of laughter. I snatched back the hand of comfort. The 

woman didn’t need consoling if she had time to notice me running in these shoes when some 

freak was trying to tear her arm off. Karen apologized profusely for being rude, but that didn’t 

stop her from continuing to whoop and slap her knee with her uninjured hand. 

Gary hung up and vigorously shook my hand next. “Thanks again. Hotel security is 

sending someone up here to escort us. They’re also meeting the elevator in the lobby to detain 

that man.” Eyeing his guffawing wife, he asked in bewilderment, “What’s up with Karen?” 

I mouthed, “PTSD.” Nodding sagely at his raised brows, I started walking. “Okay then, 

looks like everything’s under control here.” Spotting the stairwell, I wasn’t looking forward to a 

trek in these shoes, but it was better than getting mauled in the elevator or held up by hotel 

security. “Good luck to you both.” 

I was on the first stair when Gary raised a hand in a stop gesture and frowned doubtfully. 

“You’re a witness, Mary. Don’t you think security will want to talk with you?” He scowled 

suspiciously. “Wait a minute; didn’t I hear you call out the man’s name? Do you know him?” 

I was hoping they had forgotten that part. It was going to be hard to remain anonymous 

Mary Jensen if I got roped into sticking around and giving statements. “Really, I’ve never seen 

the man before in my life, but he looked exactly like James Franco, the actor. It just popped out.” 

Karen came up for air and laughingly agreed, “You know, now that you mention it, he 

really did resemble James Franco!” 

I gave a little wave. “Sorry, I have a meeting and need to run.” That set Karen off yet 

again and I shrugged at the still frowning Gary. “Please let them know I’m staying in the hotel. 

Security can contact me for a statement,” I pointed towards a single camera mounted near the 

low ceiling at the elevator, “if it’s even necessary.” 

Gary held up his phone. “I’d feel better if we at least exchanged numbers.” 

Seeing the stubborn tilt to his chin, I quickly gave in and we traded phone numbers. I 

then said, “Bye now and enjoy that beer!” 

Karen called out a wheezing goodbye and Gary looked like he still wanted to object, but I 

didn’t wait around to hear. Leaning lightly against the metal railing for support, I took the stairs 

down to the lobby as fast as my feet could go. 

  



Chapter II 
 

“Being a woman is a terribly difficult task, since it consists principally in dealing 

with men.”--Joseph Conrad 
 

 

 

I cautiously surveyed the lobby, a modern, open space with a soaring ceiling. The main 

desk was on the west side, my side, and the cult was all hanging around there. Scanning their 

faces quickly, they were minus James Franco’s evil twin. Now that was good news for modern 

man. I was impressed with the efficiency of the hotel security. 

One of the women was pounding her fist repetitively on the counter, but not with any real 

force. Her face was shiny with sweat and she looked dazed. Probably lost her buzz and needed to 

pass out. The other men and women were jostling for position at the counter. No wait, they were 

all swaying, but standing in place. Okay, that was not your ordinary behavior, but maybe they 

were singing Kumbaya while they waited. The two hotel employees on duty behind the counter 

wore a harried air, but nothing overtly wrong was going on. I saw an official-looking guy off to 

the side. His eye was on the group at the main desk, but I still decided to get my room card later. 

Tugging up the neckline of my dress a final time, I gave them all a wide berth and took 

the steep escalator up a couple of levels to the Firelake Cocktail Bar. 

Reaching the top, I breathed easier being away from the swaying white shirts down in the 

lobby. The cocktail bar entrance was located to the left. 

I glanced over to the right at the long corridor leading to the skybridge crossing to the 

Mall of America. I had until eleven to cross that bridge before the hotel would lock their 

retractable glass wall and cut off access. That was my reluctant plan B, should I need one. There 

were several bars open until midnight in the mall, but the clientele at Hooters wasn’t exactly my 

first choice. But tit for tat, my dainty B cups probably wouldn’t be their first choice, either. 

Straight ahead from where I stood, my eyes were drawn to a lobby area with an ultra-

modern seating area. The chairs scattered around were in funky shapes and sizes, all covered in 

the same bright red, plush fabric. Beyond this seating area, a long, wide hallway continued and I 

noticed a red EXIT sign luring me at the far end. 

Wistfully, I thought of following that sign and finding my way right back outside to the 

west parking ramp. But I’d given my damn word, so I entered the cocktail bar. There wasn’t 

much of an entrance before the tables started. I paused to allow my eyesight to adjust to the dim 

lighting. 

For a Wednesday night, the place was hopping. Decorated in smooth barn wood paneling 

with glass and sleek stainless steel light fixtures, the bar exuded a hip North Country vibe. It was 

also deceptively large. The whole place ran parallel to, and overlooked, the open lobby two 

stories below. 

Squaring my shoulders, I worked my way across the room through the talking crowds of 

people standing in the aisles to the dark stained wood bar. I ordered a glass of the house red from 

a smiling bartender wearing the name tag Michelle. Pouring, she answered my query that the 

place was packed due to a corporate Casino Night taking place in their East Ballroom. She noted 

I was alone, leaned closer, and added that her manager had just mentioned there were about one 

hundred and twenty-five people in the bar, close to their record. Her eyes lit up, probably 

thinking of the tips she’d rake in this night while I glanced around thinking that meant more men. 



Surrounded with people, six high-tops that were an upscale version of picnic tables took 

up the middle of this half of the cocktail bar. The warm décor, the buzz of lively conversations, 

and soft background music with a beat—I could see how this bar might be a pleasant, convivial 

atmosphere to meet a date for a drink. 

However, I was not here to have fun. Focused on my mission; I started back at the left 

aisle near the entrance. The plan was to stroll clockwise around the bar, so that I didn’t miss any 

potential targets. 

Facing the room from my spot near the entrance, the cocktail bar had two distinct aisles 

running down its length, but was cleverly divided into two rooms by different heights of tables, 

tall backed booths, and support columns. 

Avoiding direct eye contact just yet with any men, I slowly, methodically walked down 

the left aisle, weaving in and out of groups of drinking people and observing the possibilities. 

I was working off the general idea that sexual attraction between strangers was only skin 

deep, which was as deep as I cared to go. The term “meat market” never felt more apt. I 

wondered if this was how men only looking to get laid narrowed down their prey, or if there was 

a more efficient way. I snorted into my wine glass picturing carrying a hand sign that read, “I 

Want Your Penis!” to flash at the man I chose, much like bidding at an auction. I could flip it to 

the other side where it would say, “Follow Me!”. That sure would be easier. 

Disregarding the snuggling couples sitting on a long leather banquette amid small 

cocktail tables, I continued down the aisle and entered the rear section of the bar. 

I peeked out the back entrance, a single glass door. It led to the anteroom of the East 

Ballroom and to a restroom area. Dozens of Casino Night people strolled around with cocktails 

in hand. 

I turned back into the bar, watched some men shoot pool for a minute, and then ambled 

my way through the throngs and back up the right aisle. Leaning on the bar, there was a man 

wearing a dark suit with a loosened red tie that looked promising. 

Completing my surveillance where I’d begun, my eyes skimmed over a high top table in 

the middle of the room. A few couples out for a nice evening together did not fit the bill, but 

something I glimpsed caused my eyes to swing back. I stood perfectly still, instincts at high alert, 

the man in the red tie at the bar already forgotten. 

The chatting group standing around the table parted like a curtain at a theater and 

revealed a man. I kid you not; he was the most handsome man on earth. 

Women and gay men; close your eyes and picture the most gorgeous man you’ve ever 

seen in your life. Okay, now I was going to bet the farm here, and I have a really big farm, that 

your guy would pale into insignificance next to the beautiful man I saw lounging at that high top 

table. 

Neither a religious woman nor a biblical scholar, this was still what ran through my mind 

after my first, stunned look. Long, golden hair, golden eyes, and golden skin; I was tempted to 

call him a gilded angel sent from Heaven, if I knew for sure he wouldn’t beat me up for calling 

him such a pansy name, and if angels seethed with raw sexuality. 

With a critical second appraisal of what I could see, I approved of his amazing heavenly 

body, too. No wings and, thank God, no halo, the man did not get that body from gently 

strumming harps. His muscles had muscles. And dear baby Jesus, that face…! 

As I stood watching him, I was already begging the forgiveness of my own brain, that of 

a modern, intelligent woman, for the romancy words I was about to say, but this guy was so 

good, he deserves the ink. 



If it was true that eyes were the twin windows into the soul, then his soul must burn with 

seductive sincerity. His fiery gold, speculative gaze penetrated to the very core of your secret 

womanhood. If that look didn’t already get you wiggling in your chair, when you talked, he 

watched you with powerfully intense concentration. You were a mystery he had yet to solve, but 

he was captivated. 

He mused over you, and your eyes followed his long finger as it smoothed the full lower 

lip on a wide, mobile mouth that seemed a little hard. But that disquieting thought dispelled 

when he flashed a dazzling white grin. This elicited a breathless laugh from you sweeter than the 

bubbles rising in a glass of pink champagne. You must have said something extraordinarily witty 

to earn such a fabulous smile from such a man. 

He fleetingly caressed your cheek with that same long finger in lazy response to your 

bubbly giddiness. You were sure this spectacular man has succumbed to your inner brilliance 

that no other man had ever detected before. You proudly preened in reaction. 

A thick, silky strand of pure golden hair fell across his eyes and begged to be smoothed 

away. With a flick of his masculine head, he casually tossed the long hair back. That practiced 

move should be annoying, but it wasn’t. How could it be when you were so caught up in his 

slow, sensual smile that promised to deliver untold dark delights, if only he chose you to unleash 

his passion? 

At least, that was my take on the younger man while I observed in amusement as he 

razzled-dazzled the four women at his table. It’s true; I’ve been happily married and buried in the 

country for the last quarter century. However, that didn’t stop me from respecting the sheer size 

of the balls it took for the man to mutely seduce the four different women at his table--all at the 

same time. Now the size of his brain for choosing to do so was debatable. Luckily for my 

purposes, his IQ was not my concern. 

Along with the four women, there were two other men seated at the table. Seven was my 

new lucky number; they weren’t all couples after all. With his fierce talents, that blonde angel 

had to be my first choice for tonight. He would know just what to do, and be relieved as me to 

walk away when it was over. 

That was when I overheard the girls at the bar whispering about his European parentage. I 

slowly approached closer. Golden boy faced me across the table, but I didn’t think he’d noticed 

me stalking him yet. He stared down at the glass being slowly twirled in his big hands. After 

effortlessly charming his female companions, he now seemed bored and oblivious to the action 

surrounding him. 

Not me. I was deliberately holding my eyes open wide because of the false eyelashes 

anxiety, but they would have been wide open anyway. 

Off to his right, a svelte blonde and a busty redhead were shuffling their tall stools for the 

spot closest to my target. Both girls were pretty and I admired their glossy looks. I also admired 

their spirit as they quietly, viciously battled for precedence. 

On his left side perched an Asian woman. She was so adorably tiny; I wouldn’t be 

surprised if Garanimals was written on her clothing labels. She was also the one most recently 

cheek touched by the man’s caressing finger and preening proudly. She sat straight as a gymnast, 

an exaggerated arch to her back. She chattered nonstop to the quiet, unresponsive man staring 

into his drink. 

An enormous black man with Medusa hair loomed next to Miss Perky. His big hand 

rested on her thigh and spanned practically from her knee to her crotch. He made a sound deep in 



his throat that sounded suspiciously like a hungry growl. It was none of my business, but I feared 

this giant would split the tiny Asian like dry kindling should she succumb to his mating call. 

Past those two sat another blonde; this one Hollywood platinum--like yours truly. Her 

back was to me, but she was the kind of younger woman you didn’t need to see the front of to 

know she was beautiful. She was squirming in her seat and giggling while slapping half-

heartedly at the arm of the massive man on her other side. 

This big bubba completed the circle. He was the yin bookend to the yang huge black 

man. White, freckle-faced, and sporting a mullet a lovely shade of carrot, he had a long reach 

and very busy hands. I didn’t envy either blonde their spots around the table. 

There was a commotion in my peripheral vision. I looked over and lost my train of 

thought. The large group of white shirts had entered the bar. They all stood there, eyelids 

blinking so rapidly I could see it from where I was standing. It was as if all of their eyes were 

having trouble adjusting to the dimmer lighting. I warily watched a few of the men from the 

group walk towards the bar, bumping into people and not bothering to apologize. 

I was near enough to hear the friendly bartender, Michelle’s greeting. “Welcome, what 

can I get for you gentlemen?” 

One of them clumsily wiped a brow. His lips moved a few times like he was talking to 

himself before he pointed and mumbled, “Beer.” 

Putting a mug under the tap, Michelle’s eyes ran over the group, her smile faltering. “So 

where are you folks all coming from this evening? Having fun at Casino Night?” 

Another man, swaying on his feet, looking pale and not at all well, started loudly 

mumbling something about a mission in Haiti. It was hard to understand because his jaw was 

clenching and unclenching. I saw another of the group doing that same strange stretching motion 

with his mouth. Maybe they weren’t drunk, but high on something. 

Checking out the others by the bar’s entrance, I noticed only a couple of the women stood 

there now. Their mouths were also moving. This was getting really strange. 

The rest of the white shirts were moving down the aisles and intermingling with the 

crowd. I lost direct sight of them, but their staggering progress was like a wave of bad attitude 

parting a sea of friendly customers. After a moment, I shrugged it off. I thought with their 

sweaty, pale faces and jaw tics they all looked like they were coming down with something and 

would be better off going to their rooms, not getting more ripped, but I was no nurse. 

I caught a glimpse of the golden man again. Nervously, I began winding my way through 

the last people standing between me and my date-to-be, but then I had a moment of incredible 

enlightenment that stopped me in my tracks. I couldn’t believe this hadn’t occurred to me before 

now. It made me forget the bizarre actions of the white shirts, or that I wasn’t supposed to smile 

wide for fear of the clown issue. 

I was a childless, forty-two-year-old widow that was still in love with her dead husband. I 

have a slim, toned figure and consider myself reasonably attractive. I could ask any man I 

wanted, even the handsomest man in the world, who was way too young for me, to share a 

couple hours of no-strings sex because I couldn’t care less if he rejected me. My second or third 

choice would do just as well. 

Wasn’t there some saying that in the dark all penises looked alike? I’d have to ask Liz. 

She always knew that sort of arcane, dirty trivia. 

The intense, quarrelling whispers of the blonde and redhead penetrated my moment of 

supreme empowerment. 

“I said move over, Gigi, I was here first.” 



“I’m not going anywhere! You move if you don’t like it, Catalina. Hey, quit it!” 

“You quit it!” Slap. 

“Ouch! Bitch, that hurt!” Smack. 

“Ow! You…” 

“Hi, I’m Rod Ramaldi.” At the sound of his smooth voice, I regretfully tore my wide eyes 

away from the cat fight. They slowly traveled up over muscles and more muscles until they met 

his patiently smiling gaze. Apparently grown women fighting over who got to sit next to him 

was no biggie for Rod Ramaldi. He didn’t react or spare a glance their way. 

Rod’s grin was dazzling at two feet away, too. I didn’t know until now, but I guess good 

teeth were important to me in a fuck buddy. His were perfect. Actually, Rod had some of the 

prettiest choppers I’d ever seen on a man younger than seventy. 

I glanced at the bickering women one last time, and then entreated in a low voice, “Please 

tell me you never, ever have unprotected sex.” 

The perfect grin hesitated for a minute before growing wider. 

He looked me up and down slowly while he did that rubbing the finger across the lower 

lip again. “Hmm, you don’t look old enough to be my mother.” 

Snorting, I shook my head. “I’ll give you an older, wiser sister or possibly a very young 

babysitter, but your mother?” I pursed my lips and wagged a finger. “Bite your bad tongue, 

sonny boy!” 

Chuckling, Rod gracefully swiveled around on his backless stool to face me. He leaned 

back with his elbows on the table. If he was chewing on a piece of straw, he couldn’t look more 

at ease. I read this open body language to be a good sign and moved closer. The cat fighter’s 

paused mid-hiss, and the others at the table looked our way as well. 

Warm eyes were skimming over me with a little more serious appreciation when one of 

his giant friends called out, “Yo’, Ram, why don’t you introduce us to your little lady friend.” 

I glanced over. It was Bubba of the mullet, probably wanting to get his big paws on me 

because of the blondness. His ear-splitting grin revealed some big teeth and some big gaps. I was 

definitely not that empowered. 

Rod ignored him, too. When he raised his dark brows, a strand of shining golden hair fell 

across his cat eyes. The gold in his irises was ringed with dark brown. The color alone was 

strikingly unusual, but the way his eyes slanted slightly upwards gave him a sexily exotic 

appearance. He was smiling politely when I focused on him once more, but I sensed a little 

disappointment, too, that I was staring. Poor boy, women must gush over his looks constantly. 

I murmured, “You have got to have a crap load of lipochrome in your irises to have such 

yellow-colored eyes.” I peered closer and frowned. “Hmm, maybe some Sami in your 

bloodlines, as well, although the epicanthic fold is very slight.” 

Rod stilled for a second, but then the grin was back. “Well, I can’t say for sure, Ms…? 

But would you care to share another glass of wine and tell me all about it?” 

Not to be outdone, Medusa joined in. “Ram, man, you’ve got enough women wanting 

your white ass tonight. You can send that one right over here to this lonely brother. Now come 

here, sweet thing, don’t you be afraid of T. Bookerson Brown. I may be the meanest, baddest, 

maddest mofo in town,” Bubba interrupted with jeering catcalls, but Medusa talked louder over 

him, “but ain’t nobody, NOBODY, ever gonna tell you I don’t know how to treat a lady right!” 

He patted his monstrously wide thigh encased tightly in black dress slacks. Seeing my blank 

look, he coaxed, “That’s right, pretty baby, come here to big daddy T-bone. Mmm hmm, I won’t 

hurt you none, I promise.” 



“Does he really expect me to come over there?” I asked the man in front of me. This time 

I suspected Rod was watching me with secret amusement. 

Rod shrugged lightly, wide mouth curling slightly. “Stranger things have happened.” 

They’d have to be pretty damn strange, but I shook off my confusion. Brimming with 

determination to get this show on the road, I stepped between his knees and looked Rod straight 

in the eyes. 

“I’m Mary Jensen.” Not taking my gaze off his, I secretly marveled at Rod’s chiseled 

bone structure. High, broad forehead, long, straight nose, wide mouth, full lips, and square chin--

the man may be a bastard, but his family tree had great genes. I was taken aback at how much I 

wouldn’t mind touching this man’s smooth skin. Considering our audience, I settled for 

efficiently hooking that annoying hunk of hair behind Rod’s ear. “If you insist, we could share a 

glass of wine and share polite small talk about the indigenous Finno-Ugric people of the Arctic, 

etc., etc...” 

Rod’s lean cheeks each had a crease right under the middle of his cheekbones when he 

smile broadly and prompted in a low voice, “Or..?” 

“Or,” I whispered near his ear, thinking empowerment was a wonderful thing, “we can 

leave right now and go share body fluids. Your choice, Rod…Ram.” 
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